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Abstract
Online auctions are gaining popularity as they provide

an excellent means of selling goods. Their advantages in-
clude: reducing transaction costs, selling goods that are
difficult to sell through the ordinary market channels, and
increasing the circle of potential customers. This paper
presents a pattern language for the Web auction applica-
tion domain. The pattern language has ten analysis pat-
terns that offer solutions to support all the basic function-
alities of this domain. Its development was based on sev-
eral existing Internet auction systems and its application
can guide the developer during analysis of such systems.

Keywords: pattern languages, software patterns, online
auctions.

1 Introduction
Electronic commerce has been expanding recently,

gaining more and more sellers and buyers. Web-based
Information Systems are making a revolution in the elec-
tronic commerce. Online auctions, which are a type
of electronic commerce, are rapidly gaining popularity
[10, 11, 18]. Online auction systems are classified based
on different aspects such as: bid definition, specification
of auction rules, and definition of transactions. Several
reasons motivate their use, among which are the ability to
increase the number of potential customers, the low prices
for the consumers, the low transaction costs, and the short
period of time in which they can be done [9, 13].

The Pattern Language for Business Resource Manage-
ment deals with trading, location and maintenance of busi-
ness resources [2]. The Pattern Language for Online Auc-
tions Management was developed in this context, to help
the development of systems concerned with trade manage-
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ment through auctions on the Web. The Pattern Language
for Online Auctions Management development was based
on three existing Internet auction systems [15]. The sys-
tems studied were eBay1, iBazar2, and Arremate.com3.
We have done the reverse engineering of these systems
based on their user interfaces, as we did not have access to
their documentation or source code. Then we have devel-
oped models to express their functionality, using our own
knowledge about auction systems, as well as information
systems theory and existing references about auction sys-
tems [13, 18]. The patterns were abstracted from these
models, considering the common functionality among the
three systems. They capture the functional aspects in-
volved in an online auction system, rather than design and
implementation issues. The examples provided in this pa-
per were also extracted from these models.

The structure and the pattern language examples are ex-
pressed using UML. The language suggests several basic
attributes and methods that may be necessary during in-
stantiation. Canonic methods are omitted because they
would increase complexity without adding effective gains
to the class model [4, 14]. We use the “operation” concept
proposed by Larman [14]. The system output operations
are denoted by the “!” prefix and the system input opera-
tions by the “?” prefix. When the call message is sent to
a collection of objects, instead of to a single instance, we
use the “#” prefix.

2 Pattern Language Overview

Figure 1 shows the relationship among the language
patterns. The ten patterns can be split in two main cate-
gories. The first category - Required Patterns - has patterns
to address the essential requirements so that a resource can
be auctioned. These required patterns must be applied to
all auction systems.

1www.ebay.com
2www.ibazar.com.br
3www.arremate.com.br
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The second category - Optional Patterns - concerns pat-
terns to address some desirable but not strictly necessary
features of auction systems. Figure 1 presents an overview
of the sequence of application for each pattern. Table 1
presents a summary of the pattern language and can be
used for quick reference.

IDENTIFY THE

RESOURCE (1)

HANDLE

ADVERTISEMENT (10)

HANDLE BIDS (5)

AUCTION THE

RESOURCE (3)

MANAGE

REPUTATION (7)

HANDLE

REFUNDING (8)

MANAGE THE

AUCTION

HOUSE (6)

ENABLE

MESSAGES (9)

PROMOTE

NEGOTIATION (4)

ENABLE

FAVORITE (2)

Optional PatternsRequired Patterns

Figure 1. Relationship among the patterns
that compose the pattern language

3 The Pattern Language for Online Auc-
tions Management

3.1 Identify the Resource

Context

Your business system deals with a specific commercial
transaction type: auctions. These transactions refer to, for

Table 1. Summary of the pattern language
Pattern Problem Solution

IDENTIFY THE

RESOURCE(1)
How do you represent the
business resources auc-
tioned by the system?

section 3.1,
page 2

ENABLE

FAVORITE (2)
How does your applica-
tion allow that resource
categories of more inter-
est be established for the
customers?

section 3.2,
page 4

AUCTION THE

RESOURCE(3)
How do you handle
the different types of
resource auctions per-
formed by your applica-
tion?

section 3.3,
page 4

PROMOTE

NEGOTIATION (4)
How does your applica-
tion support the negotia-
tion among auction trad-
ing parties?

section 3.4,
page 7

HANDLE

BIDS (5)
How does your applica-
tion deal with the differ-
ent types of bids related
to the several types of
auction?

section 3.5,
page 8

MANAGE THE

AUCTION

HOUSE(6)

How does your system
manage the rules fol-
lowed by the auction
house involved in the
auctioning process?

section 3.6,
page 10

MANAGE

REPUTATION (7)
How can your applica-
tion provide subsidies for
the parties to evaluate
each other trustability?

section 3.7,
page 12

HANDLE

REFUNDING (8)
How can your applica-
tion provide ways to re-
fund fees that were undu-
ely charged?

section 3.8,
page 13

ENABLE

MESSAGES(9)
How does your appli-
cation manage the mes-
sages sent to customers?

section 3.9,
page 14

HANDLE

ADVERTISEMENT

(10)

How does your applica-
tion manage auction ad-
vertising?

section 3.10,
page 15

example: products or services trading, like airline tickets,
hotel stays, travel packages, cds, books, art items, and col-
lectible items, which can be called resources. These busi-
ness resources are managed by specific systems that allow
trade among customers, which can be persons or organi-
zations. Auction systems support trade among different
types of consumers and for a wide variety of resources.
In some cases auctions are the best way for trading a re-
source, such as: when the seller does not know the real
resource value, for perishable resources, art items, col-
lectible items, and overstocked products.
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Problem

How do you represent the business resources auctioned by
the system?

Forces

• Business resources usually have common attributes
or qualities. Keeping information about each partic-
ular resource is important for the organization that
manages these resources.

• Business resources must be classified into several
categories. For example, in an auction house for
computer products, resources can be firstly grouped
by their nature (hardwareor software), in a second
level by their type (input peripherals, CPUs ornote-
books) and, in a third level, by brand or manufacturer.
This grouping is necessary for easily finding the de-
sired resources. This justifies the separation in two
or more classes. The space necessary to keep these
attributes for each resource and the redundance ob-
tained are undesirable. However, the separation may
increase the processing time, as a class will need to
reference the other, and this reference needs to be
cared of by the system. This must be considered
when optimizing system performance.

Structure

Figure 2 shows the class diagram for the IDENTIFY THE

RESOURCEpattern.

            Category
name
description
!#list by name
!#search by name* 1

1

is SubCategory of

*

                Resource
title
description
!#list by title
!#list by category
!#search by title
!#search by description
!#search by category

belongs to

Figure 2. IDENTIFY THE RESOURCEpattern

Participants

• Resource: represents the business resource managed
by the application, defining all its important fea-
tures. Other attributes may be added according to
the particular resource instance, using, for example,
the Properties pattern [5].

• Category: represents the categories by which re-
sources are grouped, allowing lists of resources by
category and search operations by category. Usually,
at most three grouping levels are allowed.

Example

Figure 3 shows an example of the IDENTIFY THE RE-
SOURCEpattern used by iBazar. It is a straight application
of the pattern, having only one more attribute (photo ).
The [0..1] suffix means that an auctioned product can or
cannot have a photo. Arremate.com and eBay have a dif-
ferent type of categorization, shown in the Variants sec-
tion.

* 1

Belongs to

1

is SubCategory of

2

            Category
name
description
!#list by name
!#search by name

                Product
title
description
photo[0..1]
!#list by title
!#list by category
!#search by title
!#search by category
!#advanced search

Figure 3. IDENTIFY THE RESOURCEpattern ex-
ample

Variants

This pattern is a variation of the IDENTIFY THE RE-
SOURCEpattern proposed by Braga et al. [2]. The orig-
inally proposed pattern presents fewer attributes and other
operations. When several grouping levels occur we have
nested type objects [12].

*
1Belongs to

                Theme
name
description
!#list by name

Classified into
1*

1

is SubCategory of

*

            Category
name
description
!#list by name
!#search by name

                Product
title
description
photo[0..6]
locationDescription
country
!#list by title
!#list by category
!#search by title
!#search by category
!#advanced search

Figure 4. Example of a variant of the IDENTIFY

THE RESOURCEpattern

To improve categorization, resources may be classified
by more than one group, resulting in greater flexibility.
Johnson and Woolf [12] call this variant “multiple type
objects”, similarly to the “nested type objects” presented
in our main pattern. A new class is created for each de-
sirable category, linked to theResource class. An ex-
ample of this pattern is found in eBay.Product has
two categorization type classes,Category and Theme,
as shown in Figure 4. TheTheme class groups resources
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that have some common characteristics, for example col-
lectible items, football, or cooking, but this categorization
is independent from theCategory . Products of differ-
ent categories may belong to the sameTheme, as for
example, a kitchen mixer can be included in the “electri-
cal appliance”Category and, at the same time, can be in-
cluded in the cookingTheme. So, this could not be solved
by our standard pattern, which allows only hierarchal sub-
categories.

Related Patterns

This pattern is also an application of the ACCOUNTABIL-
ITY pattern [6].

Following Patterns

After using the IDENTIFY THE RESOURCEpattern, try to
use the ENABLE FAVORITE. If it is not applicable then use
the AUCTION THE RESOURCEpattern.

3.2 Enable Favorite

Context

Your application deals with resources that have already
been identified and categorized. In some systems it can be
allowed for customers to group some resource categories,
because they are the most interesting to them. This option
may help to define a consumer purchase profile. Thus,
by observing this consumer purchase profile we can send
them offers as a way of fostering auctions.

Problem

How does your application allow that resource categories
of more interest be established for the customers?

Forces

• It is desirable to offer customers an easy access to
interesting resources.

• To store information about customers profile is a
good strategy for addressing advertisements of spe-
cific resource types. This type of strategy, besides be-
ing important for the organization that owns the sys-
tem, is convenient to customers, giving them only the
information about resources that have more chance
of being of interest.

• It is important to balance benefits versus drawbacks
of offering many offers to the customers, as they
may be annoyed by receiving these constant offers.
Advertisement should attract customers to frequently
visit the auction system site.

Structure

Figure 5 shows the class diagram for the ENABLE FA-
VORITE pattern.

*

     Category
...
...

1

* *

is SubCategory of

interessed  in

0..*

              Favorite

!#list by participant

           Participant
IDcode
password
e-mail
statusLogin
!notify register
?confirm register
!send password again

Figure 5. ENABLE FAVORITE pattern

Participants

• Participant : Represents the party - organization or
person - who intends to auction or acquire a resource.

• Category: As described in the IDENTIFY THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Favorite: Represents the resource categories selected
by the participant as interesting.

Example

Figure 6 presents an example of the ENABLE FAVORITE

pattern used at the eBay online auction site. TheFavorite

class stores the most interesting resource categories for the
customer. eBay states that only four preferred categories
may be stored. Both Arremate.com and iBazar do not have
the concept of preferred customer categories.

*

     Category
...
...

1

* *

is Subcategory of

interested  in

           Favorite

!#list by user

0..4

             User
identifier
name
e-mail
password
address
neighborhood
city
zipCode
sex
creditCardNumber
dateOfBirth
statusLogin
!notify register
?confirm register
!send password again

Figure 6. ENABLE FAVORITE pattern example

Following patterns

After using the ENABLE FAVORITE pattern, use the AUC-
TION THE RESOURCEpattern.

3.3 Auction the Resource

Context

Your application deals with resources that have already
been identified and categorized. The resource auction may
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be considered as a property transference, in which a re-
source owned by a party becomes owned by another party.
When a trade is done through an auction, the resource is
put on sale by a trading party and several other parties try
to buy it for the lowest possible price. There are several
types of auctions that provide various options for the trad-
ing parties, each with its own rules to define which of the
buying parties will be the winner.

Problem

How do you handle the different types of resource auctions
performed by your application ?

Forces

• Information about the participants must be stored,
both to supply the information needed for the trad-
ing process and for the system functioning.

• It is important that several auction types be available,
observing those that are more appropriate to cer-
tain types of resource, the quantity of auctioned re-
sources, efficiency, and restrictions imposed by cer-
tain auction types, considering the environment in
which the trade occurs: the Internet.

• In some cases the source party may want to change
information about the auction or even the auction
type. It is necessary to establish rules for changing
this information so that participants are not harmed.

• Rules for auction cancelation must also be estab-
lished so that the participants are not harmed.

Structure

Figure 7 shows the class diagram for the AUCTION THE

RESOURCEpattern.

Participants

• Participant : Represents the party - organization or
person - who intends to auction or acquire a resource.
It has two specialized classes:Source Party andDes-
tination Party (see below). Notice that the same par-
ticipant can play both roles in different auctions. This
is guaranteed by the use of the Roles pattern [3, 7].
The statusLogin attribute indicates whether the
participant has supplied itsIDcode andpassword

and, therefore, can effectively participate in the auc-
tions. It is important to notice that passwords need
special treatment during design, through a security
policy [19], but we are not considering such issues
in this pattern language. This class has some basic
attributes, but other attributes may be added, depend-
ing on the particular instance of the participant.

• Participant Role: Represents the role played by the
participant in a specific auction, which can beSource

Party orDestination Party (see below).

  Resource

1

1..*

            Standard Auction

?define winner
?define second winner

     Reserve Price Auction
reservePrice
?define winner
?define second winner

           Purchase Auction
purchasePrice
?define winner
?close

           Multiple Auction
quantity
?define winner
?define second winner

            Dutch Auction
quantity
?define winner
?define second winner

11..*
  Offers

Auctions

                   Auction
IDcode
title
startDate
startTime
duration
endDate
initialPrice
transportDetail
transportPayment
paymentPolicy
paymentDetails
status
!present
?cancel
?close
?anticipated close
?define winner
!#list auction by destination party
!#list auction by source party
!#list opened auctions
!#list ending auctions
!#search by title
!#search by source party
!#search closed auctions
!#advanced search

            Source Party

!consult contact information

      Destination Party

!consult contact informationParticipant Role

1

*Has

   Participant
...
...

Figure 7. AUCTION THE RESOURCEpattern

• Source Party: Represents the party that owns the re-
source before the transaction is concluded.

• Destination Party: Represents the party that bids and
that may become the resource owner after the auction
is closed.

• Resource: As described in the IDENTIFY THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Auction: Abstract class that represents the details of
the resource auction process. This class has all the
basic details for an auction to be performed, inde-
pendently of its type. This class controls the imple-
mentation of the change rules, i.e., what information
can be changed. There are other attributes to guaran-
tee these rules, such as: how many times information
about the auction can be changed, what is the pe-
riod in which an auction can be changed, and if an
auction can be changed when there are no bids. The
attributes used as parameters for the auction to work
are stored on theAuction House class in the MAN-
AGE THE AUCTION HOUSE pattern. Depending on
the details and functionalities desired for a particu-
lar auction instance, other attributes may be added to
this class and to theAuction House class. This be-
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havior can be implemented using the Strategy pattern
[8].

• Standard Auction: This is the most common
auction type, in which several destination parties
bid to acquire a resource offered by a source
party. The highest bid wins the auction. Af-
ter closing the auction and defining the winner,
contact data become available for consulta-
tion (consult contact information ).
The Auction class has an operation
(define second winner ) that allows the source
party to conclude the transaction with the second
winner, in case any problem occurs with the first
winner (define winner ). The second winner is
the source party that offered the second highest
bid. This auction type does not allow that several
resource items be auctioned.

• Reserve Price Auction: In this auction type the
source party defines, besides the initial price, a re-
serve price that is not visible to other auction partic-
ipants. Bids that are lower than the reserve price are
accepted, but the source party does not need to trade
the resource if the auction is closed with a value be-
low the reserve price. In this case the auction will be
closed without a winner and auction participants will
not receive contact information. In order to have a
winner, a reserve price auction must have a final bid
that meets or exceeds the reserve price. The reserve
price can be decreased by the source party during the
auction, but cannot be increased.

• Purchase Auction: In this auction type the transac-
tion can be concluded when a certain resource pur-
chase price is met, i.e., the auction is automatically
closed (close ). So, the winner is the bidder who
bids a value that is equal or greater than the purchase
price. The auction type represented by this class does
not allow multiple items of the same resource to be
auctioned. This is an optional class, as it provides a
functionality that can or cannot be desired.

• Dutch Auction: This auction type is used for the
auction of multiple items of the same resource. The
source party establishes an initial price and the sev-
eral destination parties bid and supply the desired
quantity of the resource. Multiple bids of multi-
ple bidders with distinct quantities and prices are al-
lowed. The rules to define the winners are:

– the winner is the bidder that bids the highest
price. The winners will pay the value corre-
sponding to the least bid value among the win-
ners. This means that everybody will pay the
same value;

– if a tie occurs among the winners (the bid value
is the same, but with different item quantities),
the winner is defined by the bid order. The
losers can buy the remaining items. The value
to be paid by all the winners is the value corre-
sponding to the least bid value among them.

This is an optional class, because ¸Multiple Auctions
can also be used for auctioning multiple items.

• Multiple Auction: This auction type works similarly
to the standard auction. However, it admits the trade
of multiple items of the same resource. So, several
destination parties may acquire a certain quantity of
resource items. All bids are classified by price, fol-
lowed by quantity, and at last by time, i.e., higher
value bids overcome lower value bids. If bids with
the same value occur, the winner is the bidder that
bids for more items. If there are bids with the same
value and quantity, the winner is the first to bid. This
is an optional class, because some auction systems
useDutch Auction for trading multiple items.

Example

Figure 8 presents an example of the AUCTION THE

RESOURCE pattern adopted by the online auction
site Arremate.com, which usesMultiple Auction

for both single and multiple product items. Ar-
remate.com also uses two other auction types:
Reserve Price Auction and Winner Auction ,
which is an instantiation of thePurchase Auction .
eBay usesDutch Auction to trade multiple prod-
uct items andStandard Auction to trade only one
item. It also providesReserve Price Auction

and Purchase Auction . iBazar has only
Standard Auction andReserve Price Auction .

Variants

To make the pattern language useful to different auction
types, new classes representing the auction rules may be
added as specializations of theAuction class. These new
auction types may need new attributes and methods.

In some systemsStandard Auction is replaced by
Multiple Auction . In this caseMultiple Auction

is used both for auctions of a single item and for several
items.

To protect themselves against possible misuse of the
system by customers, some auction systems require an
identification document, for example, idCard or driver’s
license. On the other hand, some auction systems require
the customer credit card to register, while others do not
require specific information about the user.

Some auction systems allow a party to cancel the auc-
tion, while in others it is not allowed. There are rules for
cancelling an auction, as for example: it can be cancelled
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11..*

      Product
...
...

        Reserve Price Auction
reservePrice
?define winner
?define second winner

            Winner Auction
purchasePrice
?define winner
?close

            Multiple Auction
quantity
?define winner
?define second winner

1

1..*

   Offers

Auctions

                   Auction
IDcode
title
startDate
startTime
duration
endDate
InitialPrice
shippingDetails
shippingPayment
paymentPolicy
paymentDetails
status
warranty
numberOfVisit
!present
?close
?anticipated close
?define winner
!#list auction by buyer
!#list auction by seller
!#list opened auctions
!#list ending auctions
!#search by title
!#search by seller
!#search closed auctions
!#advanced search
count number of visit

                  Seller

!consult contact information

                 Buyer

!consult contact information

    User Role

1

*
Has

         User
...
...

Figure 8. AUCTION THE RESOURCEpattern ex-
ample

only during a pre-established period of time after its inclu-
sion; it can be cancelled due to pre-established reasons; or
simply because the source party wants to. Similarly, rules
for changing auction data are necessary. Besides the ex-
amples mentioned in the cancellation case, some systems
only allow the source party to add information, and not to
remove or change information previously included. The
parameters for cancelling and changing rules are stored
in theAuction House class of the MANAGE THE AUC-
TION HOUSEpattern.

Related Patterns

This pattern is an application of patterns ASSOCIATION-
OBJECT [1] and TIME ASSOCIATION [3]. It is also
a combined application of patterns SPECIFIC ITEM-
TRANSACTION and PARTICIPANT-TRANSACTION [4].

Following Patterns

After applying the AUCTION THE RESOURCEpattern try
to use the PROMOTE NEGOTIATION pattern. If it is not
applicable, then use the HANDLE BIDS pattern.

3.4 Promote Negotiation

Context

Your application deals with resources that have been iden-
tified, categorized, and are being traded by auction types
already defined. It is often necessary for customers to clar-
ify some doubts about these resources or about the auction
in which they want to bid. Questions are answered directly
by the source party. This type of communication among
parties is similar to conventional trade and provides a di-
rect channel among auction participating parties, causing
a competitive environment that is beneficial to the auction.

Problem

How does your application support the negotiation among
auction trading parties?

Forces

• Establishing rules for disclosing questions and cor-
responding answers is useful to clarify details about
resources being auctioned. Hence, if both questions
and answers are logged in the system, all users can
benefit from the answers, not only the question au-
thors.

• Using discussion lists for communication among par-
ties helps to solve doubts, but there is not an ex-
plicit correspondence between questions and a spe-
cific auction. So, to retrieve questions/answers from
a particular auction, it would be necessary to read
several messages of the discussion list.

• Establishing rules to encourage the source party to
answer questions is important to improve the chance
of more bids. More details about the resource and the
auction enhance trading chances. Besides that, this
can show the real interest from the source party in
trading the resource. Incentives can be given through
fee discounts or other types of auction promotions.

Structure

Figure 9 shows the class diagram for the PROMOTE NE-
GOTIATION pattern.

Participants

• Participant : As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Question: Represents the questions asked by the
Participant to a Source Party , about some
Auction . These questions refer to auction details
or doubts from the destination party.
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             Participant
...
...

      Auction
...
...

        Answer
answerText
date
time

                Question
questionText
date
time
!#list auction history
!#list participant history

1

0..*

Related  to is Answered by

1

0..*
0..*

1

Does

Figure 9. Structure of the PROMOTE NEGOTI-
ATION pattern

• Answer: Represents the answers given by the source
party to the questions asked by the destination par-
ties.

Example

Figure 10 presents an example of the PROMOTE NEGOTI-
ATION pattern used by the auction web site Arremate.com.
Both eBay and iBazar use the same solution to offer a com-
munication channel among trading parties.

              User
...
...

      Auction
...
...

         Answer
answerText
date
time

                Question
questionText
date
time
!#list auction history
!#list seller history
!#list user history

Referent  to is Answered  by

1

0..*

0..*1

1

0..*

Does

Figure 10. Example of the PROMOTE NEGOTI-
ATION pattern

Following patterns

After applying the PROMOTE NEGOTIATION pattern, use
the HANDLE BIDS pattern.

3.5 Handle Bids

Context

Your application deals with various types of resource auc-
tion that have already been established, providing an in-
frastructure for the trade. In an auction, resources are ac-
quired through bids. These bids, together with some auc-
tion closing rules according to each auction type, will de-
fine the auction winner or winners. Bids follow rules that
depend on the auction type, such as the quantity and in-
crement value of the bids. Destination parties have their
own list of preferred auctions. Auctions that belong to this
list are more easily accessed and can be monitored more
closely.

Problem

How does your application deal with the different types of
bids related to the several types of auction?

Forces

• Storing bid information is important to define the
auction winner(s). If the auction type allows mul-
tiple winners then data about the corresponding bids
will be used for tie breaking.

• It must be ensured that the rules imposed by the auc-
tion type are applied to bids. Auctions with special
bid types may exist.

• It is necessary to establish rules for bid cancellation,
so that the auction participants are not harmed. These
rules must cover bid cancellation both by the source
party and by the destination party.

Structure

Figure 11 shows the class diagram for the HANDLE BIDS

pattern.

Participants

• Participant : As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Participant Role: As described in the AUCTION THE

RESOURCEpattern.

• Destination Party: As described in the AUCTION

THE RESOURCEpattern.

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Bid : Represents the bid details obtained during the
auction. This class has basic attributes, but new at-
tributes may be added according to the auction sys-
tem specific functionality. This can be done using,
for example, the Properties pattern [5].
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 Participant
...
...

      Auction
...
...

           Marked

!#list marked auctions
!#list auctions in process
!#list closed auctions

*

1

1..*Offers

has

1

0..*

      Dutch Bid
quantity

  Multiple Bid
quantity

*

Marks

0..*

               Bid
value
date
time
comment
status
!#list auction history

has
*

1

Participant Role
...
...

Destination Party
...
...

Figure 11. HANDLE BIDS pattern

• Dutch Bid : Represents bids for the
Dutch Auction . So, this is an optional class
that needs to be used only whenDutch Auction is
used.

• Multiple Bids: Represents bids for the
Multiple Auction . So, this is an op-
tional class that needs to be used only when
Multiple Auction is used.

• Marked : Represents the auctions marked by the des-
tination parties so that they can better observe bids
and, consequently, more rapidly access the auctions.
So, auctions of more interest for the destination party
can be found more easily.

Example

Figure 12 presents an example of the HANDLE BIDS pat-
tern, used by the online auction site iBazar. Marking auc-
tion facilities are also offered by Arremate.com and eBay.
iBazar does not allow bid cancellation. iBazar has several
auction types but none of them accepts trade of multiple
items, although they admit reserve value auctions. So, the
Bid class, which stores data for normal bids, is enough to
take care of auctions with only one resource item. Are-
mate.com works similarly to iBazar, except that it allows
Multiple Auction (auction of several resource items).
So, it is necessary to use theMultiple Bids class. Ad-
ditionally, Arremate.com implements increment rules and
offers an automatic bid service (see more details in the
Variants section). eBay also implements increment rules
and automatic bids, as well as bid cancellation and mul-
tiple resource items auctions (throughDutch Auction ).
eBay allows also that only selected destination parties are
able to bid (details in the Variants sections).

              User
...
...

      Auction
...
...

            Marked

!#list marked auctions
!#list auctions in process
!#list closed auctions

*

*

10..*

Offers

Has

1

Marks

1..*

                Bid
value
date
time
comment
status
!#list auction history

    Buyer
...
...

              User Role
...
...*

Figure 12. Example of the HANDLE BIDS pat-
tern

Variants

As mentioned in the AUCTION THE RESOURCEpattern,
several auction types can be added, together with the cor-
responding bid types to support them. If an auction type
is added through specialization of theAuction class and
it needs a specific bid type, this bid type must be added
through specialization of theBid class.

Besides the variants that resulted from the possible
bid types, there are other variants of this pattern. Fig-
ure 13 shows theProxy Bidder class, which represents
the mechanism for automatic bidding. So, the applica-
tion supplies a mechanism through which bids are auto-
matically done according to some parameters established
by the destination party to ease the trade. This mech-
anism is enabled by the destination party through the
enable proxy bidder operation, which considers the
maximumBidAmount attribute as an upper limit. When
the destination party chooses the automatic bid option, the
system is responsible for a new bid whenever another des-
tination party bids a greater value, i.e., the mechanism im-
mediately offers a bid that is superior to the previous bid
without, however, exceeding the limit value established by
the destination party.

Another variant, also presented in Figure 13,
refers to setting up increment rules, provided by the
check bid increment operation. This option is
important when you want the bids to have a value that
is proportional to the total resource value. This option
affects the automatic bid mechanism, which has also
to obey the bid increment rules. So, the automatic bid
mechanism will bid a value that is immediately greater
than the previous bid, is allowed by the increment rules,
and does not exceed the limit value.
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                 Bid
value
date
time
cancelExplanation
cancelSource
comment
status
!#list auction history
?cancel
check bid increment
?enable proxy bidder

Participant
...
...

         Auction
...
...

            Marked

!#list marked auctions
!#list auctions in process
!#list closed auctions

     Dutch Bid
quantity

   Multiple Bid
quantity

*

0..*

1

*

   Approved

*

Marks

*
    Increment
minBid
maxBid
incrementValue
compute

1

1..*

Has

Subjects to

1 0..*

1

1

Starts

Has

     Proxy Bidder
maximumBidAmount

0..*

0..*

Participates of

Offer

1..*1

       Destination Party
...
...

Participant Role
...
...

Figure 13. Variant of the HANDLE BIDS pattern

An auction may be accessed only by a number of des-
tination parties previously determined by the source party.
For example, this option may be chosen if a type of re-
source has specific types of buyers. TheApproved class,
shown in Figure 13, represents the destination parties able
to participate on a certain auction. So, only previously es-
tablished destination parties can bid in this auction.

In some auction systems it is possible to cancel bids,
with different rules to do it. There are rules to control
who can cancel a bid; if necessary, a limiting time for can-
celling; if there are pre-established reasons to cancel; if
it is necessary to explain the reasons; etc. New attributes
and methods to deal with this functionality must be imple-
mented in the classesBid andAuction House .

Following Patterns

After applying the HANDLE BIDS pattern use the MAN-
AGE THE AUCTION HOUSEpattern.

3.6 Manage the Auction House

Context

Your application manages resources to be auctioned by
source parties; several destination parties will bid in or-
der to acquire resources. This requires that the auction
house establishes the rules for intermediating the trading
process. It is responsible for charging or not fees due to
system use and resource trade. The auction house deter-

mines the general parameters that guide the whole auction
trade process.

Problem

How does your system manage the rules followed by the
auction house involved in the auctioning process?

Forces

• Storing information about the auction house is im-
portant when trading is done through auction.

• Several generic rules about the auction house func-
tioning need to be defined.

• It is necessary to establish how and which fees are to
be paid by trading parties.

• Storing different fee types requires more space and
processing time, though providing greater flexibility.

Structure

Figure 14 shows the class diagram for the MANAGE THE

AUCTION HOUSEpattern.

      Auction
...
...

       Auction House
rule[0..*]
paymentOption[0..*]
maxTimeSecondWinner
!show rules
?accept rules
?login

             Account
date
feeDescription
value
payDate
debitCredit
!#list overdue accounts
!#list payment history
!#list history
!#list overdue fees
!#list paid fees
?pay

1

*

1..*

Generates

1
1..*

1

0..*

         Fee
isRefundable
?calculate

Final Value Fee
minBid
maxBid
valueNotExceeded
percentageFee
?compute

Collected in

Conducts

 Insertion Fee

?compute

Reserve Price Fee

?compute

Range Value Fee
value
minValue
maxValue
?compute

1

*

1
Uses

Has

            Participant
...
paymentOption
...

Figure 14. MANAGE THE AUCTION HOUSE pat-
tern
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Participants

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Auction House: Represents the system itself, i.e.,
the auction house that intermediates the transac-
tion. This class stores some parameters that refer
to the global work of the auction process as, for
example, the due date in which the source party
can ask for contact data about the second win-
ner (maxTimeSecondWinner ). The rule attribute
stores misbehavior general rules for source party,
destination party or auction house. This attribute
deals with legal and contractual issues of the service
done by the auction house, which must be accepted
(show rules and accept rules ) by source and
destination parties, so that they can use the auction
system.

• Fee: This is an abstract class that represents the
fees that can be charged by the auction house. The
refundable attribute indicates whether this fee can
be returned to the participant. This class, as well as
all its specializations, is optional because fees can or
cannot be charged, depending on the application.

• Final Value Fee: Represents a fee that is charged
based on a percentage (percentageFee ) of the fi-
nal bid value, i.e., the bid that closed a successful
auction.

• Range Value Fee: It is an abstract class represent-
ing a fee that is computed based on limit values
(minValue , maxValue ) and a fixed value (value ).

• Insertion Fee: Represents a fee that is computed
based on limit values of the initial resource price
(initialPrice ). This fee is charged when a re-
source is inserted in an auction and, usually, cannot
be refunded.

• Reserve Value Fee: Represents a fee that is com-
puted based on limit values of the resource reserve
price (reservePrice ). This fee is charged only for
Reserve Price Auction and is usually refund-
able if the transaction is not effected.

• Account : Represents the charged fees and the pos-
sible refunds made to a participant. So, the value
(value ) can represent credit or debit for the partic-
ipant (debitCredit ). The use of this class is di-
rectly linked to the use of theFee class, i.e., it can be
applied only if theFee class has also been applied.

• Participant : As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

Example

Figure 15 presents an example of the MANAGE THE

AUCTION HOUSE pattern used by the auction web site
Arremate.com. Arremate.com has only the success
fee, which is a fee computed based on the final value
(Success Fee ). The system implements a rule for the
payment of fees in which the customer receives a warn-
ing with the value to be paid only when his/her account
reaches a limit value. Besides the auction final value fee
(Final Value Fee ), eBay implements other fee types
like reserve value fee (Reserve Price Fee ) and inser-
tion feeInsertion Fee . When the customer delays the
fee payment over a pre-established period, system utiliza-
tion is blocked. iBazar does not charge any type of fee.

      Auction
...
...

        Sucess Fee
minBid
maxBid
valueNotExceeded
percentageFee
?calculate

1 *
Conduct

Uses

*

1

         Arrremate.com
rule[0..*]
paymentOption[0..*]
maxTimeSecondWinner
debitLimit
!show rules
?accept rules
?login
!warn debit limit exceeded

Collected in
1 1..*

1

0..*

Generates

Has
1 1..*

         Fee
isRefundable
?calculate

            Account
date
feeDescription
value
payDate
debitCredit
!#list overdue success fee
!#list history of payd
success fee
!#list overdue fees
!#list paid fees
!#list debit limit
?pay

                   User
...
paymentOption
...

Figure 15. MANAGE THE AUCTION HOUSE pat-
tern example

Variants

Some auctions systems have access to organizations that
make the resource delivery, payment receipt and payment
delivery. Information about these organizations are stored
in theAuction House class.

Some systems offer fee discounts or free fees, due to
marketing strategies established by the organization that
owns the system. One example is the free insertion fee if
the source party puts the resource on sale again for a vari-
able number of times, during a pre-established period of
time, before the resource is sold. Some additional parame-
ters are stored in theAuction House class like period of
time, number of times, and whether the fee is free or has a
discount.
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Related Patterns

This pattern applies the PARTICIPANT-TRANSACTION

pattern [4].

Following Patterns

After applying the MANAGE THE AUCTION HOUSE pat-
tern use the MANAGE REPUTATIONSpattern.

3.7 Manage Reputation

Context

Your application deals with resource auctions. Resources
are offered by a source party and disputed by several desti-
nation parties through bids. The transaction occurs when a
winner is declared and the auction is closed. After closing
the auction, both source and destination parties can give
their vote about the transaction conclusion with the other
party. These reputation evaluations are necessary to pro-
tect the trading parties. So, reputations of all the trading
parties are available in the system to be consulted at any
time. This is a way to know which are the trading parties
with good reputation and, thus, more trustable.

Problem

How can your application provide subsidies for the parties
to evaluate each other trustability?

Forces

• Only the parties that have participated in a transac-
tion can give their opinion about the other party and,
so, supply reliable information. There are auctions in
which multiple destination parties are winners and,
so, specific rules must be implemented in this case.

• Keeping secret confidential data is important both to
the organization that owns the system and to its cus-
tomers.

• Providing a defense for both parties and storing the
arguments of all the parties involved is essential to
protect customers [16].

Structure

Figure 16 shows the class diagram for the MANAGE REP-
UTATION pattern.

Participants

• Source Party: As described in the AUCTION THE

RESOURCEpattern.

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Destination Party: As described in the AUCTION

THE RESOURCEpattern.

    Auction
...
...

       Source Party
...
...

    Destination Party
...
...

Offers
1 1..*

Enables
1

0..*

Indicates

Qualifies

11

0..*

0..*

Qualifies

Indicates

1

0..*

1

0..*

         Reputation
comment
date
vote
!#list received votes
!#list issued votes
!#list votes

Figure 16. MANAGE REPUTATION pattern

• Reputation: Represents the vote given by a source
party to a destination party or vice versa, evaluating
it after the auction closing.

Example

Figure 17 presents an example of the MANAGE REPU-
TATION pattern, used by the web auction system iBazar.
iBazar, eBay and Arremate.com allow the trading parties
to generate evaluations. These votes can be viewed by
other customers. Only eBay implements an option for
making the list public, so that all customers can see any
reputation or keep their votes secret to be seen only by
who has given them.

    Auction
...
...

              Seller
...
...

             Buyer
...
...

             Reputation
comment
date
vote
!#list received votes
!#list issued votes
!#list votes

Offers1 1..*

Enables
1

0..*

Indicates

Qualifies

11

0..*

0..*

Qualifies

Indicates

1

0..*

1

0..*

Figure 17. MANAGE REPUTATION pattern ex-
ample
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Variants

A variation of the evaluation functioning is to make it pub-
lic or not, so that any person can see it or only who has
given it. This option allows the customer to have the flex-
ibility of disclosing his/her opinion about other traders or
leave it secret. Most systems encourage public evaluation,
to create a safer trading environment for customers that
use online auctions.

In some auction systems the evaluation can have its
value changed according to some rules that vary from sys-
tem to system, as for example: the change can be done
only once, or in a pre-established period of time, or at any
time. The parameters for these rules, such as how many
times changes can be done and the period in which they
can be done, must be stored in theAuction House class
of the MANAGE THE AUCTION HOUSE pattern. Other
parameters, as for example whether the vote was already
changed, must be stored in theReputation class.

Following Patterns

If, during the application of the MANAGE THE AUCTION

HOUSEpattern, theFee class or any of its specializations
has been used, then apply the HANDLE REFUNDING pat-
tern. Otherwise try to use the ENABLE MESSAGESpat-
tern. If it is not applicable, use the HANDLE ADVERTISE-
MENT pattern.

3.8 Handle Refunding

Context

Your application deals with resource auctions, in which
fees are charged by the auction house. A number of these
fees can be refunded in some cases, for example when a
transaction is not effected due to the destination party giv-
ing up. In these cases a way to return the fees already
paid by the destination party must be offered. On the other
hand, the accused party has the right of defense for the
refund request. So, the auction house can refund the even-
tual fees or not. Her decision is based on the refund re-
quest and the corresponding appeal request. After the case
is judged, the auction house indicates whether the refund
request proceeds, returning the fees to the source party and
giving a negative evaluation vote to the destination party.
Otherwise, the fees are not refunded and the source party
receives a negative evaluation vote.

Problem

How can your application provide ways to refund fees that
were unduely charged?

Forces

• Storing data about refund requests from one of the
parties and the corresponding appeal request from
the other party is important for the auction house de-
cision making.

• It is necessary to refund fees according to each auc-
tion type and business policy.

• Allowing a reputation evaluation of the parties is es-
sential to protect competent auctioneers.

Structure

Figure 18 shows the class diagram for the HANDLE RE-
FUNDING pattern.

   Source Party
...
...

Referent to
          Refund
requestDate
status
comment
requestReason
numberContactAttempts
isEvaluationDone
isValid
?proceed
?request refund
!send refund alert

             Appeal
date
numberContactAttempts
negotiationTrouble
comment
isEvaluationDone
isValid

    Auction
...
...

   Destination Party
...
...

1 0..1

1 0..*
Requests

Referent to
1

1

Referent to
1

1 0..*
Requests

1

*

Conducts

              Auction House
...
minTimeRestituition
maxTimeRestituition
minTimeAppeal
maxTimeAppeal
...
!issue compensation form

Figure 18. HANDLE REFUNDING pattern

Participants

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Source Party: As described in the AUCTION THE

RESOURCEpattern.

• Destination Party: As described in the AUCTION

THE RESOURCEpattern.

• Refund : Represents the refund request, made by a
source party, for the fees concerning a resource auc-
tion whose transaction has not been effected. This
request can be done when, after closing an auction
and defining its winner, the trade is not concluded.
The source party can, then, ask for the fees refund-
ing. The isEvaluationDone attribute indicates
whether the source party has given an evaluation vote
about the destination party reputation.
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• Appeal : Represents the appeal requested from a des-
tination party, referent to a refund request done by a
source party. When a refund request occurs, the ac-
cused party has the right of defense, supplying infor-
mation about the reasons for having not effected the
trade. TheisEvaluationDone attribute indicates
whether the destination party has given an evaluation
vote about the source party reputation.

• Auction House: As described in the MANAGE THE

AUCTION HOUSEpattern.

Example

Figure 19 presents an example of the HANDLE REFUND-
ING pattern, used by the auction online site Arremate.com.
When seller and buyer cannot settle an agreement, the
seller has a minimum and maximum due date to ask for
reimbursement of fees already paid for a trade that was
not concluded. The system issues a warning to the buyer
about the seller complaint, and the buyer has a due date
to answer, filling in an appeal form. The auction house
judges the case and decides whether the reimbursement
is fair. In the positive case, the buyer receives a negative
vote from the auction house. Otherwise, the seller receives
a negative vote to his reputation. eBay uses almost the
same procedure. It accepts the refund request, waits for
the destination party to answer, and a possible understand-
ing between parties. Otherwise a judgement is done and
a decision is issued, similarly to Arremate.com procedure.
iBazar, which is a free service, does not need to handle
refunding.

Related Patterns

This pattern applies patterns ASSOCIATION-OBJECT

[1] or TIME ASSOCIATION [3], TRANSACTION-
SUBSEQUENT TRANSACTION and PARTICIPANT-
TRANSACTION [4].

Following Patterns

After using the HANDLE REFUNDING pattern, try to use
the ENABLE MESSAGESpattern. In case it is not applica-
ble, use the HANDLE ADVERTISEMENT pattern.

3.9 Enable Messages

Context

Your application deals with resource trade through auc-
tions. In this type of trade several events occur as, for
example, the auction starting, the bids, the auction clos-
ing and the winner definition. Many of these events must
be reported to customers using messages, so that they can
monitor all the auction phases. Besides the messages that
are directly related to auctions, messages with other pur-
poses like advertisement, changes in the auctions, and pro-
motions, can exist.

          Seller
...
...

Referent to
        Repayment Form
requestDate
status
comment
numberContactAttempts
requestReasons
isEvaluationDone
isValid
?proceed
?request restitution
!send repayment form copy

     Auction
...
...

         Buyer
...
...

1 0..1

1 0..*
Requests

Referent to
1 1

Referent to
1

1 0..*
Requests

        Appeal Form
date
numberContactAttempts
negotiationTrouble
comment
isEvaluationDone
isValid

1

*

Conducts

              Arremate.com
minTimeRestituition
maxTimeRestituition
minTimeAppeal
maxTimeAppeal
!issue compensation form

Figure 19. HANDLE REFUNDING pattern exam-
ple

Problem

How does your application manage the messages sent to
customers?

Forces

• Storing messages sent to customers is important for
providing them the auction events history. This his-
tory can be an important source of information to
support decision making regarding the auctions in
which the customer is participating.

• It is desirable to let customers set the rules for mes-
sages receiving, so that they can determine which
messages are considered important.

• Messages become a direct channel with customers
and are useful for the auction house both as a sim-
ple communication channel and as a way to propa-
gate merchandising. So, messages can be a market-
ing strategy tool.

Structure

Figure 20 shows the class diagram for the ENABLE MES-
SAGESpattern.

Participants

• Participant : Represents the party - organization or
person - that intends to auction a resource (source)
and the parties interested in acquiring a resource
(destination). This class stores the options selected
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            Participant
...
messageType[0..*]
...

            Message
date
time
msgText
readingStatus
!warn new message
!query
!send

1 0..*
Sends

Receives
*

       Auction House
...
...

1

0..*

*

Uses

Figure 20. ENABLE MESSAGESpattern

by the participants regarding which messages they
want to receive (messageType ). These options re-
fer to messages about events occurred in the auction,
for example, the auction starting or closing, the auc-
tion winner, the bids sent, the greatest bid sent by
other participant, etc.

• Auction House: As described in the MANAGE THE

AUCTION HOUSEpattern.

• Message: Represents the messages stored and that
are sent to the participant. These messages are avail-
able to be consulted at any time, both through the
system or by email.

Example

Figure 21 presents an example of the ENABLE MESSAGES

pattern, used by the online auction site iBazar. It does
not offer the option for configuring the message types, i.e.,
customers cannot define which messages they want to re-
ceive or not. All messages are stored and can be removed
only when the customer wants. The customer is warned
about new messages whenever he or she executes the sys-
tem login procedure. The option for configuring the mes-
sage type is available both in eBay and Arremate.com. Ar-
remate.com does not store the customer message history,
as messages are only sent by email.

                 User
...
messageType[0..*]
...

            Message
date
time
textMsg
readingStatus
!warn new  message
!query
!send

1 0..*
Sends

Receives
*

                iBazar
...
...

1

0..*
Uses

*

Figure 21. Example of the ENABLE MESSAGES

pattern

Related Patterns

This pattern is an application of patterns ASSOCIATION-
OBJECT [1] and TIME ASSOCIATION [3].

Following Patterns

After applying the ENABLE MESSAGESpattern, use the
HANDLE ADVERTISEMENT pattern.

3.10 Handle Advertising

Context

Your application deals with resource auctions. The auc-
tion house offers some ways for the resources to be an-
nounced. The purpose is to promote and announce the
auction to attract destination parties that are possibly in-
terested in acquiring the resource. The destination party
defines, among the options offered by the auction house,
the advertisement type that better suits the resource to be
sold. So, the auctions are announced using different em-
phasis and presentation features, depending on the adver-
tisement type chosen.

Problem

How does your application manage auction advertising?

Forces

• Establishing advertisement rules that categorize the
several auction types is important to promote the re-
source trade and the auction house. The more attrac-
tive are the auction announcements, the greater is the
chance to attract new customers and, consequently,
increase the number of trades.

• It is important to have an advertisement policy for
auctions that have greater impact on customers, es-
tablishing an advertisement strategy that promotes
other auctions.

Structure

Figure 22 shows the class diagram for the HANDLE AD-
VERTISING pattern.

Participants

• Auction House: As described in the MANAGE THE

AUCTION HOUSEpattern.

• Auction: As described in the AUCTION THE RE-
SOURCEpattern.

• Advertisement : Represents the way auctions are an-
nounced. This class stores the advertisement rules, as
well as some data to effectively propagate the adver-
tisements. Examples of rules are: the auction must
have all its questions answered, the customer cannot
have a negative evaluation, the auction must have a
special type of promotion, the auction must be of a
certain type (reserve price, Dutch, etc) or simply be
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       Advertisement
startDate
endDate
status
?start ad
?end ad

           Auction
...
...
!#list hot auctions
!#list highlighted auctions
!#list recommend auctions
!#list featured auctions

            Auction House
...
timeFeaturedAd
timeHotAd
timeHighlightAd
timeRecomendedAd
hotBidsNumber
...

   HighLight

?start ad
?end ad

     Featured

?start ad
?end ad

         Hot

?start ad
?end ad

       Fee
...
...

 Recomended

?start ad
?end ad

Places

* 1

Conducts
1

*

is Advertised in

*

1

Generates

1 0..*

  Promotion
description
value
?compute

Figure 22. HANDLE ADVERTISING pattern

chosen because it is a resource that calls customers
attention. These rules may be implemented for all
specializations of this class.

• Recommended : Represents the auctions chosen by
the system, among which are candidates established
by business rules of the auction house, to be an-
nounced in the area of greatest importance of the site
pages.

• Highlight : Represents the auctions chosen by the
system to be announced in a highlighted area of the
site pages.

• Featured : Represents the auctions that have a high
visibility level in the site pages. They can be an-
nounced in the main page, in the search pages, or
in special areas that ease the browsing among cate-
gories.

• Hot : Represents the auctions that have a good num-
ber of bids, so that they call the attention of the des-
tination parties. The number of bids necessary for an
auction to be classified as Hot is represented by the
hotBidsNumber of theAuction House class. The
Hot auctions may be placed in a highlighted area of
the site main page.

• Promotion: Represents several simple forms for an
auction to be presented (with boldface, with a picture
beside the listing, in a highlighted position within
a listing, etc). These forms are directly related to
fees. So, this class represents not only the simpli-
fied types of advertisement, but also the service fees
corresponding to these types. These promotion types
can be used as a strategy for more elaborated adver-
tisements (Featured , Highlight , Recommended).

For example, an auction can only be announced as
Featured if it has a certain promotion type.

• Fee: As described in the MANAGE THE AUCTION

HOUSEpattern.

Example

Figure 23 presents an example of the HANDLE ADVER-
TISING pattern, used by the online auction site eBay. eBay
has two special types of advertisement, Featured and Hot.
The Featured type requires the auction to have a special
promotion type (“Featured in the main page”). The auc-
tion house determines the auction advertisement period of
time and the order in which auctions are announced. Ar-
remate.com has three advertisement types and implements
its own advertisement rules. However, it works similarly
to eBay. iBazar does not distinguish among auction ad-
vertisements, using theAdvertisement class to propa-
gate the announcements for all the auctions. The adver-
tisements work similarly to eBay and Arremate.com.

                   eBay
...
timeFeaturedAd
timeHotAd
hotBidsNumber
...

Conducts

1

*is Advertised in

*

1              Auction
...
...
!#list hot auctions
!#list featured auctions

       Fee
...
...

Generates

1
0..*

       Advertisement
startDate
endDate
status
?start ad
?end ad

Places

* 1

  Promotion
description
value
?compute

         Hot

?start ad
?end ad

     Featured

?start ad
?end ad

Figure 23. HANDLE ADVERTISING pattern ex-
ample

Related Patterns

This pattern is an application of the patterns
ASSOCIATION-OBJECT [1] and TIME ASSOCIATION [3].

Following Patterns

This is the end of your system analysis.

4 Example of the Pattern Language Appli-
cation

Figure 24 shows the class model resulting from an
application of the Pattern Language for Online Auctions
Management. The tags show the role played by the class it
points to. The tags contain labels like “P#n: role”, where
“n” is the pattern number and “role” is the role played by
the class in that pattern [17]. It was applied to fulfill the
requirements that refer to the auction process of the online
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              User
pseudonym
firstName
lastName
e-mail
password
address
phoneNumber
city
zipCode
country
sex
dateOfBirth
statusLogin
!notify register
?confirm register
!send password again

                    Auction
IDcode
title
startDate
startTime
duration
endDate
initialPrice
increment
transportDetails
status
!present
?close
?define winner
!#list auctions by destination party
!#list auctions by source party
!#list opened auctions
!#list ending auctions
!#search by title
!#search by source party
!#search closed auctions
!#advanced search

             Marked

!#list marked auctions
!#list auctions in process
!#list auctions finished

0..*

        Message
date
time
textMsg
readingStatus
!warn new messages
!query
!send

Advertisement
startDate
endDate
status
?start ad
?end ad

*

*

                 iBazar
rule[0..*]
maxTimeEvaluation
maxTimeUpdateEvaluation
maxTimeSecondWinner
maxTimeUpdateAuction
maxTimeAdvertisement
!show rules
?accept rules
?login

1

0..*

Sends

*

*

Marks

1

*

is Advertised in

Conducts

 User Role

1

*
Has

Reserve Price Auction
reservePrice
?define winner
?define second winner

   Standard Auction

?define winner
?define second winner

1

1..*

Auctions

       Category
name
description
!#list by name
!#search by name

*

1

Belongs to

1

is SubCategory of

0..2

          Product
title
descritpion
photo
!#list by title
!#list by category
!#search by title
!#search by category
!#advanced search

1

0..*

1

is Related to

                 Seller

!consult contact information 1

1..*

Offers

*1

Places

               Buyer

!consult contact information

1

1..*

10..*

Indicates

Qualifies1

1 0..*

0..*

Qualifies

Indicates1

0..*

1

0..*

         Reputation
comment
date
vote
!#list received votes
!#list issued votes
!#list votes

Offers

 Enables

P#3:Participant

* 1Uses

P#6:Auction
House

Receives
* *

P#9:
Message P#10:

Advertisement

P#3:
Auction

P#5:
Marked

               Bid
value
date
time
comment
status
!#list auction history

10..* HasP#5:
Bid

P#3:
Participant Role

P#3:
Destination

Party

P#7:
Reputation

P#3:
Source
Party

P#1:Resource

      Answer
answerText
date
time

0..*

is Answered by
1

0..*

            Question
questionText
date
time
!#list auction history
!#list seller history
!#list source history

P#4:Question

Does

P#4:
Answer

P#1:
Category

P#3:Reserve
Price Auction

P#3:Standard
Auction

Figure 24. Example of the Pattern Language for Online Auctions Management Application: iBazar

auction site iBazar [15]. To attend the iBazar functional-
ity, as captured from the reverse engineering of its inter-
face, patterns (1) IDENTIFY THE RESOURCE, (3) AUC-

TION THE RESOURCE, (4) PROMOTE NEGOTIATION, (5)
HANDLE BIDS, (6) MANAGE THE AUCTION HOUSE,
(7) MANAGE REPUTATION, (9) ENABLE MESSAGESand
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(10) HANDLE ADVERTISEMENT were applied. iBazar
does not have the concept of resource categories preferred
by the customer and, therefore, the ENABLE FAVORITE

pattern was not applied. The HANDLE REFUNDING pat-
tern was also not applied, because iBazar is free and, so,
does not need to refund fees. It is interesting to notice
that iBazar does not offer multiple resource items auction,
limiting the auction to some resource types.

5 Concluding Remarks
The proposed pattern language addresses system devel-

opment for several types of online auction systems to help
software engineers during the analysis of such systems. A
framework is being developed to support this pattern lan-
guage, using Smalltalk. It will provide the classes for each
pattern and a Web interface that can be customized to par-
ticular online auction applications. Future work includes
extending this pattern language to cover other types of auc-
tions, as for example reverse auctions.
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